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Boris Dapaah BSc(Hons) MSc (Distinction)
IS A QUALIFIED MEDIATOR (Junior Mediator)

General Information

"Boris managed to strike the perfect tone to push this one to a resolution and made the right call in getting the directors together for a non-legal discussion at
the critical point of the mediation when a walk-away looked the most likely outcome. This decision was instrumental in successfully steering the parties to
settlement."

"Boris was very good, patient and understanding. He built a good rapport with my client. He was helpful for me-as the solicitor -in giving advice re the process
where necessary. I would use him again."

AREAS OF MEDIATION

Boris is available to mediate a range of civil and commercial disputes:

Commercial contracts
IT and software disputes
Partnership disputes
Shareholder disputes and breach of fiduciary duties
Company disputes
Insolvency
Personal injury
Property (commercial and residential)
TOLATA
Probate
Employment
Franchising
Supply of goods and services
Landlord and tenant
Debt disputes
Intellectual property

FEEDBACK

"Excellent mediator." Lupton Fawcett LLP

"I have recommended Boris to my colleagues and will definitely book him again." Solicitor

"Boris was very patient and helped resolve a complex (and very personal) dispute. I found him to be an excellent mediator." Solicitor

"I found Mr Dapaah to be a very professional and thoughtful mediator. I would highly recommend his services." Elysium Chambers

"The Mediator, Boris Dapaah, had a professional and courteous manner, very good interpersonal skills and demonstrated both clear and level headed thinking in both his
approach and conduct of the Mediation.  I would have no hesitation in recommending him to others and would certainly use him again."

"Boris Dapaah was meticulous in respect of his knowledge of the issues to be mediated. He communicated very well with all parties and showed great patience and
understanding." Wrigley Claydon

"Boris was very patient and helped resolve a complex (and very personal) dispute. I found him to be an excellent mediator." Solicitor

"I thought Boris was a very good mediator, very patient and very good listener. Felt he was good at being impartial and non judgemental. Would recommend this service and
would advise people to ask for Boris as their mediator." Litigant in person

"Boris made a very difficult situation much easier and facilitated a good outcome. Thank you." Litigant in person

GENERAL INFORMATION

Boris is a CEDR accredited, independent commercial and civil mediator. As a solicitor, and partner of a law firm, Boris has had extensive experience of civil and commercial
disputes.

His attention to detail, together with his experience of running a business, makes him well suited to mediations where a deep understanding of financial matters and
commercial considerations is important.



Before qualifying as a solicitor, Boris worked as a software engineer on large logistics and financial projects. He would, therefore, be ideal for disputes involving information
technology.

Boris has a friendly, approachable style, and his enthusiasm for assisting parties to reach a negotiated settlement underpins his commitment to mediation.

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS AND AFFILIATIONS

CEDR accredited Civil and Commercial Mediator
Practising Solicitor
Civil Mediation Council Registered Mediator
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